inanding magnet systems like high-field sdenoids and accelerator magnets. Whereas h e emphasis for the first application lies on LL high Bc2 and a high J, at about 20 T, the deiiianils for the later also include a sinall filatneiit diameter and a well-controlled copper €action. Powder-in-tube (PIT) processed Nb3Sn conductors have proven to be a good caodidate for both applications.
The strongly improvd properties o f the brittle Nb3Sn conductors [l] , [Z] and thcir availability OH indusaial scale make them specifically attractive for application in de inanding magnet systems like high-field sdenoids and accelerator magnets. Whereas h e emphasis for the first application lies on LL high Bc2 and a high J, at about 20 T, the deiiianils for the later also include a sinall filatneiit diameter and a well-controlled copper €action. Powder-in-tube (PIT) processed Nb3Sn conductors have proven to be a good caodidate for both applications.
The PlT method for manufaccturing superconducting NbjSn wire is characterized by niobim tuks containing a powder of the inter-tnetallic compound NhSn2. Usually after coil winding a rclatively short heat treatment of 40-100 hours at G75"C is n d d for the formation of the superconducting Nb$n phase.
By difhsion, the tin from the powder COR reacts with the n i e bium and a Nb3Sn Iaycr grows uiitil aboiit 213 of the niobium wall has reacted. The exccSs of niobium tube matcrial outside the Nb3Sn layer acts as a ndtiral hairier to avoid contaanination of the copper inauix. Sincc the tin is confined in the t u b and the filaments are directly arranged in the copper matrix, this process should in principle enable a further rcduction of filament s i a with perfectly de-coupled filaments.
Tlic preciirsor material for the powder cow, the niobium tubes and the matrix can be manipulated more or less indc-9?5 pendently within limits iniposed by mechanical rigidity and billet processitq. Therefor the PIT-process appears to be particulmly suited for incorporation of (artificial) pinning centers in the Nb3Sn layer by local additions [3], [4] .
A first step into this ,direction is the dcvelopmcnt of a 37 filameiit high-field conductor utilizing Nbn.Swt.%Ta tubes, which should particularly increase the Bc2 and the J, in the 20 T range.
At the same time SMI is continuously improving the properties of the binary 1'IT-mSn conductors for application in accelerator magnets. Both program arc discussed in this papcr.
BINARY PIT CONDUClOR FOR ACCEI.E~<ATOR MAGNETS A. Development Progrutn
The lay-out and corresponding operating parameters for any next generation accelerator (VLHC, muon collider etc.) are still under discussion. Nevertheless, general requirements for any superconductor to be used in this field may be summarized as follows: a strain insensitivc, cheap, easy-tocable conductor exhibiting an unprecedented Jc in the ficld range of 10-15 T, filaments smaller than 20 pm and a n adequate capper fraction far reasons of stability and protection. Conductor development programs should aim at improvements on all aspects ut the same time.
In this perspective SMI has decided as I first step to rcduce the effective filament size in the PIT conductors while maintaining a non-copper J, > 2200 Nmm2 10 T wit11 a copper fraction close to 50 %. With the matnhcturing of a 
C. Mugrietization Measuremerrrs
SEM analysis is helpful but not sufficietit for the detcrmination of the cffective BIainent diamcter. Therefor, the magnetization of the mentioned wires has becn measured in a set-up using a double compensated pick-up coil set as part of a fully integrating flux-transformer circuit.
Above the penetration field Bp, the inagnctic moment per unit volume in r superconducting wire containing hollow, In equntion (l), n is the number of filaments, 1, the critical current density in the Nb& laycr, Dopu is the outdinner diameter of the Nb$n ring and D, the wire diameter. Up to fields of about 7T, -I, is adequately described by the Kim relation :
In equation (2) B is the local field, .lo and Bo are the Kim parameters which are assumed to be constant for n specific Nb3Sn conductor. Table IV . The dimensions for the NblSn region are derived from the SEM picturcs. For both samples n reasonably good fit is obhiilled with the same Rim parameters. Dne to lack of representative values for the Kim parameters, this fit still does not exclude filament bridging.
I -
A strong addiiional check on the occurrence of filament bridging is the extension of the Kratner relation derived from high field I,-measurements (B > 10 r) to lower fields. In the absence of filament bridging, the calculated I, derived from this top-down Kramer extrapolation on one hntd and the Kim I, on the odier hand should coincidc below about 7 T. Fig. 5 shows the result of this extrapolation for the PIT-504 sample. The independently obtained critical currents agree vcry well for 1 < B < 7 T, which implies that the effective filament diameter equals the physical reacted Nb3Sn region.
The absencc of bridging is a typical property of PITprocessed wires, in which the filaments are inherently decoupled as I result of the NhSn formation inside the tinshielding niobium tubes. For both samples the overill cuirent density at 4.2 K is presented in Fig.6 , together with the correspondirig n-values. 'The applied I, criterion is 10 pV/tn. Also plotted is a Kratner extrapolation of the LFM-measurements upwartls which agrccs very well with thc IFM-rcsults. The Krainer 13, ; is 25.5 T, wliilc the actual mcasured BEL is 25.6 T. At 20 1 ' . the tion-copper J, (corrwted for the copper current) mounts to 217 Almn? with an n-value of' 20. Compared to the 37-filament hinary conductor with the same hy-out, the current dciisity of the ternary RT-NbSSii conductor bccnrnes superior for tklds above 11.5 T.
l'hcse very encouraging results after tlic tnanufactwing of B tcrnary (NbTaI3Sn conduclur with a non-optimized standard lay-out show the potential of thc PIT-processed supercondirctors in the very high-Field range LS well. A next step in this development pmgraii-i will bc to invcstigate the cflect of doping d thc tube arid powder precursor inaterids on the critical properties BCz, T, and J,. 
